The Community Revenue Sharing program has provided approximately $20,000 to unincorporated communities for the last three years. The borough is tasked with annually evaluating the eligibility of unincorporated communities, ensuring that communities meet the required program regulations as outlined in the Alaska Administrative Code and the Alaska Statues Title 29. Eligibility requirements are abridged as follows:

1. Minimum population of 25 persons
2. Must provide 3 of 7 services paid for by tax levy, the Native or nonprofit entity:
   ✓ Fire protection
   ✓ Emergency medical
   ✓ Water/sewer
   ✓ Solid waste management
   ✓ Public road/ice road maintenance
   ✓ Public health
   ✓ Search & rescue
3. Native or incorporated nonprofit within the community willing to be the fiscal agent and providing the program or product to the public

This resolution will recognize 27 unincorporated communities and entities eligible to participate in the 2011/2012 Community Revenue Sharing Program.